Summary

Met opgeheven hoofd (With your head held high)

This book is about the question why the idea of citizenship, after it emerged in the Netherlands, has remained rather conventional (or ‘burgerlijk’), with its meaning closer to petty bourgeois than to self-conscious public behavior. And about the question what the consequences of this are for practices of citizenship.

Citizenship is about the rights and duties that go with belonging to a community. I combine four substudies to be able to analyze what the current situation in the Netherlands is in this regard.

One substudy is about the way we have talked about citizenship in the public arena. If newspapers deal with citizenship, how do they do that? Is citizenship being used as a way to talk about politics and political parties, or about the rights and duties of citizens, or about values and norms? A second substudy focuses on the way citizenship takes form in practice. To which degree, and especially in which form, are the inhabitants of the Netherlands prepared to devote themselves to the public cause? And do they then act completely on their own, or do they consciously turn to the world of policy and governance? A third substudy is concerned with the way citizens talk about the cultural aspects of citizenship. If the inhabitants of the Netherlands have to choose between loving their city or loving their country, what do they say? If we talk about the rituals that are part of the community, and the parties we celebrate, what do they bother about? Do their ways of reasoning match with the conventional nature of citizenship? And a fourth substudy is about the hope and expectations of citizens with regard to their society. If the inhabitants of our country speak out about what makes them furious and happy, what do they say? What is the social analysis that people make when you let them free to tell their own story? And, also in this respect, do these ways of reasoning match with the conventional nature of citizenship?
I look at the same phenomenon from four separate angles, at the attempts to make something out of citizenship, and at the degree in which that citizenship frees itself from the conventional.

The answer to the first question is that there was a certain degree of overlap between the idea of citizenship and ‘burgerlijk’ or petty bourgeois behaviour, since as a policy instrument it was used in two ways: in the first place to create order, and not (or much less) to sustain difference. Citizenship in terms of policy meant: to love the Netherlands and Dutch history, and the culture which is dominant here. It also meant: to love democracy, the right to vote and the freedom of speech. But citizenship emphasized an emotional dedication, rather than what it actually means to dis-agree and to exchange views with strangers.

Worries about globalization play a big role in this respect. The individual character of the Netherlands is under pressure, due to the internationalization of the economy and culture. In the best case this brings us prosperity, but in the worst case alienation and unbridgeable differences between cultures, neighborhoods and districts. Citizenship is the means to surmount too big differences. By knowing that your rights and duties are connected to the law and customs of the country where you live, you prove to be a good citizen. Not by putting down your own demands, but by adjusting yourself. That way you contribute to the social order.

In the second place citizenship was used as a policy instrument to limit the costs of the welfare state, not (or much less) to renew citizens rights. The emergence of citizenship as a policy goal precedes participative society. But it matches seamlessly with the argument that people should expect less from the state and put their shoulders to the wheel themselves. They should ask less for care, and offer more help – to fellow humans, to neighbors, to their district.

The propelling force here is the observation that emancipation has succeeded, perhaps even too much. In recent decades cultural changes, started by social movements, have provided room to decide for yourself what kind of education you wanted to follow or what kind of work you wanted to do. Social arrangements guaranteed did not have to beg. It became easier to live on your own and to choose a partner of your own taste. But the question is whether people really became ‘different’ because of this individualization. We do not really behave less predictable than before, but in general we
experience more freedom, perhaps even too much. Perhaps we only have eyes for ourselves and for buying stuff.

This is where modern citizenship comes in. It emphasizes that emancipation does not only bring rights, but duties as well. People have to complain less and do more by themselves. They have to try and keep their jobs, or find new ones, even if there are no regular jobs anymore. They have to arrange for and offer care themselves, even if it is for their mother who lives far away. They have to save for their own retirement. They have to choose for an optimal trajectory through the educational institutions, and possibly take on debts to facilitate that. To sum up, they have to carry more responsibility.

When we talked about citizenship the last few years, it was about adjustment and responsibility, and about proper behavior. But both in theory and in practice there is a not-conventional side to citizenship, which concerns the nourishing of individuality, of freedom of expression, and of debates on knife’s edge. In French you would say: this is the citoyen, who does not let himself be duped by the authorities and if necessary sends the king to the gallows, and who considers himself equal to all his fellow citizens, because it says so in the law. Good citizenship is being able to put your fellow citizens in their place, enjoying the differences of opinion that occur when all people share their own views about the common good, and being able to start all over again if this fails.

In the Netherlands policy and politics have sent citizenship in another direction, that of the bourgeois or the settled citizen. This citizen does not avoid responsibility and is more virtuous and thrifty than critical, and prepared to deliver the authorities from trouble, by doing his or her best for participative society, by internalizing the values and norms of the country where he or she lives, and by being ready.

What are the consequences of this? That was the second question I posed myself.

The answer is that two consequences became visible. The first consequence is that we see that we are nourishing a practice of active citizenship around ‘light communities’, and that society mainly favors locally organized clubs and networks, which are determined by the freedom to step in and out. In these ‘light communities’ a form of individualism flourishes, which
has next to nothing to do with consumerism or other negative associations that you can also witness in science with a less robust societal inclination.

Usually socially rather than politically engaged people devote themselves willingly to the causes of others, but only if they can put some creativity in, if they can grow in it or learn from it, and if they can direct their efforts somewhat according to their own wishes. A couple travels to Kenya or Ghana and decides to collect football shirts for the boys in that one village; some local residents maintain a phoneline for lonely people; the mother of a child in a wheelchair organizes dance nights for people in wheelchairs; an enthusiastic badminton-player organizes a tournament for students every year. There are hundreds of thousands of these initiatives, and in all of these the notion is very much alive that citizenship is indeed a social, thoughtful and ultimately bourgeois activity. It is more likely that these are people that usually agree with the authorities than people that challenge them.

However, these communities do not form spontaneously. Contrary to what we may think, these active citizens can be dependent upon the willingness of the local authorities or the local business community to cooperate a little bit. Without that one computer as a gift, without a fire permit or without a visit of an alderman, the fun can wear off fast, and then the community will prove to be too light. But this is a sidestep.

There is a more important shadow side to communities like these as well. And that is the second consequence of the fairly conventional interpretation of citizenship, which is about public clumsiness. The strong emphasis on the responsibility of the individual complicates active citizenship on a larger scale. In communities that you cannot choose for or that you cannot access or leave at will – the nation state, your work, the economy – citizenship will not blossom so easily. ‘Do it yourself’ is the assignment that goes with modern citizenship, which is very enjoyable for anyone who is able to. But in cultural or economic conflicts an assignment like this does not mean very much. When you struggle with the authorities or your employer, out of dissatisfaction with the distribution of wealth in your country or firm, this kind of assignment offers no way out. That was shown in the substudies that I did in the shadow of light communities.

‘Do it yourself’ appears to be difficult for people who are just about
able to maintain themselves in a social workspace, or who – for whatever reason – have two children from two fathers at their nineteenth, or who are given jobs without ever speaking to the management that decides about these jobs. They prefer to be helped and seem to be embarrassed about that. This is also true for people who experience the freedom of Dutch culture as a pressure, because they do not love alcohol or do not care about Pentecost, and prefer their own parties. Or for people who hate meetings and deliberations, because they feel that others are always on top of them.

The struggle with the prescription to do everything on your own and to be independent, feels heavy for this kind of people and does not lead to solidarity. In all of these instances power plays an important role, and conventional citizenship is not very aware of the fact that some people are always the boss or try to be the boss, and that there are places where there is no community, or where the community is very heavy instead of light.

Modern citizenship: you can use it to make people equal or to pay your debts to the welfare state, which is quite something in itself. Anil Ramdas describes how he, after arriving from Surinam, expressly wants to become a citizen, with a terraced house and a car in front of it. In that sense, even conventional citizenship can be an ideal - but with anger as a forgotten quality. To do something about injustice you usually need collective action, or legislation. Individual responsibility is not enough.

As an instrument for social change citizenship does not come up to the mark. Therefore, for the book title I have reached back to an expression which was used by the former secretary of Welfare, Public Health and Culture, Marga Klompé: Met opgeheven hoofd (With your head held high). At the beginning of the sixties, in the previous century, she used this expression to convey the ideal that every citizen could ask for social help, with his or her head held high. Because modern people are not just policy subjects or even serfs, but individuals with their own plans.
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